Evaluation of methods for *Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis* detection in milk samples from the cattle herd showing low seroprevalence of Johne’s disease
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Abstract

*Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis* (MAP) is the cause of chronic gastroenteritis in cattle called the Johne’s disease (JD). The disease causes significant economic losses in cattle production. MAP is also supposed to be involved in the Crohn’s disease and inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) in people. The detection of the cattle infection based on investigations of milk samples and evaluation of the capacity of the methods used to detect the disease was the objective of the present study. Following methods were applied for milk samples testing: detection of MAP in bacterial culture, detection of the specific IS-900 fragment of MAP in the genetic material isolated directly and detection of MAP antibodies. The results obtained were compared with the “golden standard” results, i.e. the isolation of MAP from the faeces. PQStat—the program for diagnostic reliability estimation, was used for evaluation of the sensitivity, specificity and predictive value. The method based on detection of the specific IS-900 fragment of MAP in the genetic material isolated directly from milk samples was found to possess the highest sensitivity. Detection of anti-MAP antibodies on the other hand showed the lowest sensitivity. The method of detecting anti-MAP antibodies in milk was the most specific while detection of the IS-900 fragment in the genetic material was the least specific method. These results obtained may serve as a guide to choose the most appropriate method for diagnosis of MAP infections by milk sample testing.
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Introduction

Diagnostics of Johne’s disease (JD) in cattle caused by *Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis* (MAP) creates numerous difficulties and represents an important issue for both veterinarians and cattle growers. JD, called paratuberculosis, is characterised by slow progress within the herd and long incubation period from 6 months to a few years (Collins 2003). Given its global coverage, it was included by the
World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE 2004) in the list of diseases with particular economic importance and importance for public health (OIE 2008). Currently, JD occurs in the majority of European countries (Nielsen and Toft 2009), in both Americas (Manning and Collins 2001, Hori-Oshima et al. 2007), Asia (Singh et al. 2008), as well as in Australia and New Zealand (Ridge et al. 2010). Examinations of dairy cattle herds in north-eastern Poland confirmed its occurrence in the country (Wiszniewska-Łaszczych et al. 2009, Szteyn and Wiszniewska-Łaszczych 2012). Milk is one of the paths for excretion of mycobacterium by the infected animals. It can then become a vector for MAP transmission on consumers. The potential role of MAP as zoonotic pathogen of humans is still the subject of numerous studies (Juste et al. 2009 and www.nacc.org.uk). The number of clinically recorded cases of paratuberculosis in cattle in Western Europe and North America was decreasing during the late 20th century. However, increasingly frequent and numerous cases of subclinical forms of the disease that are more difficult to detect have become a problem (Hermon-Taylor 2001). Economic losses induced by the occurrence of the subclinical form result from decreased milk yields, decreased protein and fat content in milk, decreased fertility, increased frequency of mastitis, increased susceptibility to secondary diseases, reduction of slaughter weight and early slaughter (Ott et al. 1999). Screening examinations allowing determination of the herd JD status are conducted in numerous countries by applying ELISA testing of blood serum, which allows detecting anti-MAP antibodies. Despite the low sensitivity this test still is the method of choice in epidemiological studies (Böttcher and Gangl 2004). The choice of the method that may and should be applied in further diagnostics of animals in the herd remains an unsolved issue. Given that milk is one of the major MAP transmission vectors and the role of mycobacterium in the pathogenesis of human alimentary system diseases as well as various problems in the diagnostic examinations, the present study was aimed at detecting the cattle infection MAP based on milk samples and evaluation of the capacity of the methods used to identify the disease.

Materials and Methods

The study was conducted in the herd of Holstein-Friesian dairy cattle of 230 heads. Blood samples for serological tests were collected from cows aged over 18 months. The tests were performed using the Mycobacterium paratuberculosis Antibody ELISA Kit by IDEXX. Test results showed low levels of serop-revalence in relation to JD at < 2.5%. Eighteen cows were chosen for evaluation of the capacity of the methods used to identify the disease, including four MAP faeces culture positive. Five of the selected animals rendered the positive result, one result was doubtful and eleven rendered negative results in ELISA test for anti-MAP antibodies detection. During the next stage of the study, samples of faeces and milk were collected from the selected cows. The samples were collected three times, a month and 6 months after the first sample collection.

I. Faeces samples were tested by culturing for MAP isolation according to the procedure described by Pavlik et al. (2000).

II. Milk samples were analysed to:
   a) detect live MAP cells by culturing method (Szteyn et al. 2008)
   b) the presence of the specific IS-900 fragment, characteristic for MAP preceded by DNA isolation from milk. The DNA was obtained using the QIAamp DNA Mini Kit by Qiagen according to the manufacturer’s instruction
   c) the presence of MAP antibodies using the ELISA test (Mycobacterium paratuberculosis Para-Tb AB by SVANOVA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

III. Confirmation the presence of MAP in cultures, similarly to the material isolated from milk directly, was obtained by detecting the IS-900 fragment in the PCR reaction (Szteyn et al. 2008).

IV. Statistical analysis of the results was conducted by applying the PQStat application (diagnostic reliability) computing sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value.

Results

The presence of living MAP cells was detected by culturing method in 10 out of 54 milk samples tested. The method of direct DNA isolation from milk and confirming the presence of the MAP specific IS-900 fragment in the genetic material rendered the positive result in 19 samples. On the other hand, anti-MAP antibodies were detected in 4 milk samples only by applying the ELISA method. Seven of the other milk samples proved doubtful results (+/-). The numbers of positive and doubtful results obtained in the individual test series differed significantly and were as follows: culturing test 2+, DNA IS-900 6+, presence of antibodies 1+, 2 (+/-) in the first series, in the second series 4+, 7+, 2+, 3 (+/–), respectively and in the third series 4+, 6+, 1+ 2 (+/–), respectively. The indicators of sensitivity, specificity of tests as well as positive and negative predictive value computed
based on the statistical analysis are presented in Table 1. The highest specificity was presented by antibodies detection method using the ELISA test while the lowest was obtained in case of direct DNA isolation. ELISA method sensitivity was the lowest while direct DNA isolation from milk samples offered the highest sensitivity. The differences between the negative predictive values were much smaller than the differences in positive predictive values between the three methods applied. In statistical analyses doubtful results of the test were not taken into account in computing the diagnostic indicators for the ELISA method, because they may not be classified either to the positive or to the negative results group.

Table 1. Evaluation of methods for detecting MAP in milk samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Values for diagnostic test</th>
<th>Methods for milk sample testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAP Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>63.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>89.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV</td>
<td>91.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Different methods have been used for detecting the MAP infected animals and to limit the spreading of paratuberculosis in cattle (Timms et al. 2001). The appearance of subclinical cases of the disease in a herd with confirmed low seroprevalence causes the largest difficulties in selecting the subsequent detection method (Logar et al. 2012). Possible links between paratuberculosis and Crohn’s disease as well as inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) in people causes increased interest in MAP detection in milk. Particularly so, because other studies show that mycobacteria are resistant to high temperatures and may survive industrial pasteurisation conditions (Mc Donalil et al. 2005, Cerf et al. 2007). MAP is excreted by infected animals periodically and collecting a number of samples at time intervals from the same animals increases the probability of infection detection (Pinedo et al. 2008). Conventional MAP isolation methods applying classic culturing show low sensitivity as a consequence of the necessity of applying inhibitors of growth of other microflora contained in the sample (Whitlock et al. 2000, OIE 2008). That chemical decontamination may also decrease the count of MAP cells by even as much as $10^3$ cfu (Reddaicliff et al. 2003). Moreover, given the long culture incubation period the result can be obtained after 6 weeks at the earliest although usually the process takes longer – 12 to 14 weeks. The conducted experiments applying culturing methods allowed establishing the mycobacteria detection limits. The sensitivity of methods, as reported by authors of tests performed on samples of artificially contaminated milk was diversified ranging from 10-100 cfu/ml (Pila et al. 2002) to 200-300 cfu/ml (Millar et al. 1996). Low detection thresholds of the culturing method might result in not detecting all the animals infected if the MAP cell numbers excreted with milk are low. Milk samples centrifugation applied during preparation for culturing and obtaining three fractions may result in differences in numbers of mycobacteria per individual fraction. As proven, centrifugation at 2500 x g for 15 minutes renders the highest numbers of MAP cells in the sediments at 69.4%, 17.6% in the remaining whey and 13% in the fat (Grant et al. 2000). In our study milk samples were centrifuged and the culturing method sensitivity was computed at 63.6%. The method of direct MAP-DNA isolation from milk samples is not a routine method for detecting infection in cattle and little data concerning that diagnostic method has been published so far (Pinedo et al. 2008). It has been shown, however, that the specificity of the method may reach 100%, while the PCR reaction sensitivity was determined at 0.01 pg DNA/10 genome copies while in case of conventional methods it is 0.1 pg/100 genome copies (Mobius et al. 2008). The IS-900 MAP fragment contains 1451 pairs of alkalis occurring in 14-20 copies in the genome (Bull et al. 2000). The method sensitivity in our studies was determined at 75% and it was higher than that of the other two methods. Although the specificity of the direct MAP-DNA isolation method was the lowest according to. Logar, application of a modified method with high DNA extraction yield and real time PCR may help to increase the sensitivity and specificity of MAP detection by direct DNA isolation from the samples (Logar et al. 2012). Detection of antibodies using the ELISA test is the most frequently used method for serological JD diagnosing. However, the concentration of antibodies in milk is related not only to the level of antibodies in serum but also the milk yield, lactation period and even the calving number (Sweeney et al. 2006). Studies so far conducted milk sample testing with ELISA test has shown 12% more positive results than the tests in the serum from the same animals. Our studies have shown that the ELISA test sensitivity was the lowest compared to the other methods applied at slightly below 43% coupled with the highest specificity of over 97%. The diagnostic test sensitivity and specificity values depend on the results of comparison to the reference test that differentiates clearly between in-
ected and non-infected animals (Leon and Duffy 2006). In case of paratuberculosis, the MAP isolation from animal faeces is the “golden standard”. In evaluating the ability of the methods used to identify the disease, the predictive values were computed. The highest probability of the disease occurrence is shown by the positive predictive values (PPV) for the ELISA test while the direct DNA isolation from milk samples method shows the lowest PPV. Absence of the disease is indicated by the negative predictive values (NPV) that was the highest in case of MAP culturing from milk samples and the lowest for the ELISA test. These results may serve as a guide to choose the most appropriate method for diagnosis of MAP infections by milk sample testing.

Conclusions

1. Examination of milk sample for MAP presence does not detect all the cows infected.

2. The highest sensitivity in MAP detection in milk is shown by the direct DNA isolation method with confirmation of the presence of IS-900 fragment while the lowest sensitivity is offered by anti-MAP antibodies detection using the milk ELISA test.

3. The highest MAP detection specificity in milk is shown by the anti-MAP antibodies detection method using the milk ELISA test while the lowest is offered by direct DNA isolation and confirmation of the presence of IS-900 fragment of the MAP in milk.
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